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River networks commonly are characterized by drainage 
density, bifurcation ratio, length ratio, stream frequency; many 
of these properties have been proposed to be scale invariant 
and common between river networks. Arctic drainage net-
works are a poorly examined facet of fl uvial geomorphology 
and require attention to complete the global river network 
picture. Processes differ: for example, the presence of water 
tracks – linear region 1–10s of metres wide where groundwa-
ter fl ow is channelized through peat – may replace the role 
played by low-order open-channel streams found in drainage 
basins of lower latitudes. Using 60 and 90 metre resolution 
digital elevation models, we compare drainage networks in 
the Yukon coastal plain with lower latitude networks such 
as the Peace River hills of Northern Alberta, the Okanogan 
Valley of south central British Columbia, and the coastal plains 
of eastern Nova Scotia. Drainage network characteristics, in-
cluding Hortonian classifi cation and Laws, are extracted. The 
extremely low drainage density, high bifurcation ratios of low 
order streams, small length ratios, and high stream frequency 
of high latitude (Arctic) networks is a hydrological response to 
the frozen, impermeable nature of the underlying permafrost 
resisting channelization. Lower latitude, unfrozen channels 
originate as similar, water-track-like rills in underlying soils, 
but due to signifi cant precipitation, the ability for overland 
fl ow, the erodible nature of the substrate, and lower entrain-
ment energies, are permitted to evolve into numerous deeply 
incised channels. Continuous peat in the Yukon Coastal Plain 
further resists channelization due to the high permeability of 
un-decomposed peat facilitating water track stability by being 
permeable enough to prevent overland fl ow. Due this absence 
of overland fl ow and underlying impermeable permafrost, 

Arctic drainage networks remain in the Hortonian low order 
state until connecting to high order drainages likely emplaced 
by thaw lake drainage events. Bifurcation ratios are atypically 
not uniform across different channel orders. Instead, ratios 
are low between all orders, except the lowest order, consistent 
with the effects of water track processes. Under current and an-
ticipated degradation of permafrost by anthropogenic warm-
ing, water tracks may eventually incise and form open water 
channels thereby increasing Hortonian drainage density. With 
warmer temperatures, larger amounts of precipitation, and 
signifi cant permafrost reduction, incision of water tracks into 
low order streams will force Arctic drainage networks to mirror 
their lower latitude counterparts in fractal classifi cations.
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